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INTRODUCTION
Despite the hype about the world becoming more "global", geography continues to play a crucial role in the organization of economic activity (Clark et al, 2000; Sorenson and Baum, 2003) . Studies in economic geography have established that acquisition of knowledge from geographically distant sources remains extremely difficult, limiting a firm's ability to build upon non-local knowledge for further innovation (Jaffe et al, 1993; Audretsch and Feldman, 1996; Thompson and Fox-Kean, 2004) . However, international business literature suggests that this constraint might be less severe for multi-location firms, since such firms can operate as a distributed innovation network that generates, assimilates and integrates knowledge on a worldwide basis. While geographically dispersed subsidiaries can tap into specialized clusters of expertise dispersed worldwide, formal and informal intra-firm mechanisms can help achieve cross-regional integration in order to make the dispersed knowledge available throughout the firm (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989; Hedlund, 1994; Kogut and Zander, 1993; Birkinshaw, 1997; Nobel and Birkinshaw, 1998) . However, the empirical question of whether such a mechanism does improve a firm's overall innovative ability still remains largely unexplored. Our present study is an attempt to fill this gap.
In recent decades, firms have placed increasing focus on building a global innovation network, comprised of R&D units located in clusters of excellence around the world (Florida, 1997; Kuemmerle, 1999; Frost et al, 2002; Feinberg and Gupta, 2003) . While several empirical studies have established that individual subsidiaries of multi-unit firms do successfully tap into external knowledge sources in their respective locations (Almeida, 1996; Frost, 2001; Singh, 2007) , the empirical question of whether this actually improves the firm's overall innovative ability still remains understudied. 1 Only recently have researchers started to study the link between geographic configuration of R&D and innovation performance. In a cross-sectional comparison of 65 Japanese pharmaceutical firms, Penner-Hahn and Shaver (2005) find that firms doing international R&D tend to produce more patents than do firms with only domestic R&D. Furman et al (2006) go beyond this binary choice of whether or not to do international R&D by examining the number of R&D locations per therapeutic class that 9 major U.S.
pharmaceutical firms have. They find that, holding constant a firm's R&D in a specific therapeutic class, greater number of R&D locations in that class is negatively associated with patent counts. Leiponen and Helfat (2006) analyze survey data on dispersion of R&D by Finnish firms, and similarly find that benefits from dispersed R&D do not apply to novel innovation but only apply to imitative innovation.
While insightful, the above studies do not conclusively establish the link between distributed R&D and performance and make only limited progress regarding cross-regional mechanisms to improve innovative performance of multi-unit firms. Our study extends this literature by not only carrying out a more thorough examination of performance implications of geographic distribution of R&D but also by rigorously examining the role cross-regional knowledge integration plays in the effect that distributed R&D has on innovation. Our study also improves upon previously used methodology in three specific dimensions. First, recognizing large cross-patent variance in quality as well as large cross-firm variance in use of patents to protect intellectual property, we use quality of patents rather than raw patent counts to capture innovative performance. Second, we use longitudinal data analysis to employ appropriate patentlevel regression models with firm fixed effects, addressing concerns that unobserved firm heterogeneity could affect results in just cross-sectional models that are commonly employed. Third, by analyzing a sample of over half a million patents from 1,127 major firms across all manufacturing sectors, we can be confident that our findings are not idiosyncratic to a specific industry or a small sample of firms.
Out research complements a recent study by Argyres and Silverman (2004) , who investigate the effect of formal R&D organization and control systems on innovative performance of 71 Fortune 500 firms. They find decentralization of formal R&D organization to be negatively associated with average value of patents. However, while they focus on the formal R&D organization as the explanatory variable of interest, our focus in this paper is on the geographic configuration of R&D. The two issues, though related, are distinct. For example, a firm could have a decentralized formal organization even with relatively small number of R&D locations, while another firm might have a much more centralized organization despite having a much greater number of R&D locations. Further, recognizing the limitation of just looking at formal organizational structure their study focuses on, Argyres and Silverman (2004) call upon future research to also explore informal knowledge integration mechanisms. They suggest that "more nuanced management instruments -such as rotation of personnel, or cross-divisional teams -may be particularly useful in managing such [multi-unit] organizations" (p. 954). Our study takes up this challenge of investigating the link between cross-unit integration and innovative performance of firms.
In studying knowledge integration, we employ directly observed indicators of cross-regional knowledge application within the firm as well as examine specific mechanisms such as personnel rotation and cross-regional interpersonal ties that firms may use to promote such knowledge integration. Thus, our paper is also related to empirical literature on mechanisms promoting knowledge transfer across geographic boundaries. For example, Hansen (1999) and Frost and Zhou (2005) demonstrate that crossregional interpersonal ties can be an important source of better knowledge flow within a firm.
Analogously, Almeida and Kogut (1999) show mobility of individuals as a driver of knowledge diffusion across locations. While this stream of research has established that informal mechanisms such as networks and mobility are indeed important for knowledge flow, it has not examined whether this knowledge flow ultimately translates into more valuable innovations.
Our empirical analysis is based on patents filed by 1,127 firms during the period 1986-1995.
Following previous research, we interpret forward citations received by a patent as an indicator of technological and economic value of the underlying innovation. Our findings suggest that, on an average, geographic dispersion of R&D activities does not translate into more valuable innovations. In fact, dispersion of R&D is associated with a non-trivial decrease in the average value of a firm's innovations.
We explain this result by noting that access to worldwide pockets of knowledge should materialize not from multi-location presence per se but from the firm's ability to actually integrate knowledge dispersed across different locations. In the absence of such integrative mechanisms, potential gains from distributed R&D can easily be overshadowed by increased cost of coordinating multiple units and difficulty of leveraging knowledge from multiple locations. Our empirical analysis reveals that innovations resulting from cross-regional integration of knowledge are indeed of greater value, and that there is also a positive interaction effect of having distributed R&D and being able to achieve cross-regional knowledge integration on value of innovations. These results are robust to using any of three alternate measures of knowledge integration -knowledge sourcing from remote R&D units, cross-regional interpersonal linkages of inventors and mobility of inventors from other locations.
DISTRIBUTED R&D, KNOWLEDGE INTEGRATION AND INNOVATION
A knowledge-based view of the firm emphasizes that a firm's accumulated knowledge is key to its continued ability to innovate, and ultimately to its ability to compete (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Grant, 1996; Dosi et al, 2000) . Scholars of innovation have argued that novel innovations often result from combination of existing pieces of knowledge (Schumpeter, 1934; Tushman and Rosenkopf, 1992; Nonaka, 1994; Utterback, 1994; Hargadon and Sutton, 1997; Fleming et al, 2007b) . Therefore, having a diverse knowledge base within the firm can facilitate innovation through novel combinations of readily accessible pieces of knowledge (Arora and Gambardella, 1990; Patel and Pavitt, 1997; Cohen and Malerba, 2001; Ahuja and Lampert, 2001) . As Håkanson (2006) notes: "firms themselves may form epistemic communities in their own right, conferring on their members the means by which specialist knowledge can be effectively combined and integrated" (p. 19).
Novel innovations arise not just from combining ideas from the firm's core areas of expertise but through their recombination with ideas from outside (March, 1991) . Thus an effective strategy for innovation needs to overcome the constraint of local search, and to balance exploitation of existing knowledge with non-local exploration for new knowledge (Levinthal and March, 1993; Teece et al, 1997) . In this spirit, Tom McKillop (CEO of Astra Zeneca) has remarked "Ninety-nine percent of everything exciting that happens will happen outside your own research labs". Existing literature on exploration has primarily focused on two dimensions of non-local search: search across technological domains and search across firm boundaries (Mowery et al, 1996; Stuart and Podolny, 1996; Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001; Rosenkopf and Almeida, 2003) . However, another potentially important dimension of search -that across geographical boundaries -remains understudied. There are at least two reasons why geographic search is worth a closer examination. On the one hand, the nature of local expertise that different geographic regions develop over time is often quite distinct and complementary (Porter, 1990; Nelson, 1993; Cantwell and Janne, 1999; Clark et al, 2000; Mahmood and Singh, 2003) . On the other hand, it is hard for a firm to readily tap into non-local knowledge sources, since knowledge spillovers tend to be geographically localized (Jaffe et al, 1993; Audretsch and Feldman, 1996; Thompson and FoxKean, 2004; Singh, 2005) . These observations suggest that, while search across regions can be potentially fruitful for further innovation, it is also quite hard to achieve in practice.
One plausible solution to the above dilemma comes from literature on international business, which attributes the very existence of multinational corporations (MNCs) to their ability to transfer knowledge more effectively than is possible through market-mediated channels (Hymer, 1976; Buckley and Casson, 1976) . Building upon this view, a stream of recent literature views the MNC as a geographically distributed innovation network that creates, assimilates and integrates knowledge on a worldwide basis (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989; Kogut and Zander, 1993; Hedlund, 1994; Birkinshaw, 1997; Frost et al, 2002) . This suggests that having subsidiaries in multiple locations could be an efficient way for conducting non-local search in the geographic space.
The multi-unit firm might be a vehicle that overcomes geographic constraint on knowledge transfer, and promotes worldwide integration of knowledge by combining intra-firm mechanisms for efficient long-distance knowledge transfer with localized knowledge spillovers with other firms and organizations located in different parts of the world. By being simultaneously embedded in knowledge networks in multiple locations, a multi-unit firm can absorb local knowledge from each location better than would have been possible remotely. However, since the ability to absorb such external knowledge depends on the recipient's own existing cumulative R&D experience (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990) , the subsidiaries need to be engaged in R&D activities to effectively absorb knowledge from their respective locations. In other words, getting access to knowledge dispersed globally requires geographically distributed R&D, and not just dispersed subsidiaries with no R&D of their own. While dispersed R&D also risks leakage of a firm's own knowledge to local players in different locations, large firms are able to restrict such leakage (Singh, 2007; Furman et al, 2006) . Mechanisms they use for doing so include co-locating far from direct competitors, allocating relatively less vulnerable projects to high-risk clusters and relying on the firm's worldwide complementary capabilities to leverage knowledge (Shaver and Flyer, 2000; Chung and Alcacer, 2002; Zhao, 2006; Alcacer and Zhao, 2006) .
In addition to the benefits from localized knowledge spillovers in multiple clusters of knowledge worldwide, distributed R&D also offers other benefits for innovation. For example, having R&D personnel located in different locations avoids "group think" and limited exploration that would result from locating all of them together. As a result, dispersed subsidiaries tend to develop capabilities that are more distinct, offering greater potential for novel combinations (Zander, 1997; Nobel and Birkinshaw, 1998) . A firm with multiple R&D locations might also have better information regarding different markets and customers worldwide, which can also be a source of valuable innovations.
Overall, the above arguments suggest that dispersed R&D should lead to better innovation quality. There might, however, be reasons why such expected gains from distributed R&D do not materialize. To start with, having several small units instead of a single large unit gives up potential benefits of scale and scope (Hirschey and Caves, 1981; Audia et al, 2001 ). The difficulty of coordinating across distributed R&D units might even have a negative effect on a firm's innovative performance.
Further, in response to local market pressures, dispersed R&D units co-located with regional business units might develop a myopic focus on incremental adaptations demanded locally, rather than maintaining the bigger perspective necessary for truly novel innovations with worldwide application.
Perhaps the most important issue, as Grant (1996, p. 380) emphasizes, is that "the critical source of competitive advantage is knowledge integration rather than knowledge itself". The arguments favoring dispersed R&D take it for granted that a firm is able to integrate knowledge from its dispersed units in order to achieve novel combinations for further innovation. In reality, however, such integration is not easy. While firms are more efficient than market transactions in transfer and integration of knowledge, cross-regional transfer of complex or tacit knowledge is quite hard even within firm boundaries (Teece, 1977; Kogut and Zander, 1993; Szulanski, 1996; Sorenson et al, 2006) . Therefore, even if remote R&D units are exposed to specialized knowledge in their respective regions, a firm's inability to integrate this dispersed knowledge into its overall knowledge base could prevent the firm's overall innovative capability from improving. On the other hand, the firm still incurs the extra overhead of maintaining dispersed R&D units. This suggests that, rather than there being an unambiguous prediction for the net effect of distributed R&D on a firm's innovative ability, the theoretical prediction is ambiguous. In other words, resolving which of the following competing hypotheses holds in reality becomes an empirical question:
Hypothesis 1a: Geographic dispersion of R&D increases the average value of a firm's innovations.
Hypothesis 1b: Geographic dispersion of R&D decreases the average value of a firm's innovations.
The theoretical prediction is less ambiguous for gains from knowledge integration. The previous arguments clearly suggest that the specific innovations that result from greater integration of knowledge across regions should be of better quality than the innovations that do not. In other words, it is not dispersion of a firm's R&D activities per se, but the ability to combine knowledge across regions that is really fruitful for achieving greater quality of innovations. This motivates our second hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: Innovations resulting from cross-regional sourcing of knowledge are of greater value.
Firms may rely upon a wide range of formal and informal mechanisms for promoting intra-firm transfer and integration of knowledge (Kogut and Zander, 1992; Ghoshal et al, 1994; Gupta and Govindarajan, 2000) . In particular, a key mechanism that facilitates internal flow of knowledge is strong interpersonal network ties that span across different units, these ties being particularly useful when knowledge is complex or tacit (Kogut and Zander, 1993; Hansen, 1999; Hansen and Lovas, 2004; Singh, 2005; Sorenson et al, 2006) . Consistent with this view, A.G. Lafley (CEO of P&G) has announced "We want P&G to be known as the company that collaborates -inside and out -better than any other company in the world." There are at least three reasons why the cross-regional setting makes fostering such collaborative ties particularly important. First, the relative infrequency of ties across regions makes ties that do exist particularly crucial for non-redundant transfer of ideas across locations, effectively working as knowledge brokers without which the ideas from different regional networks could not have been combined (Burt, 2004) . Second, because cross-regional ties integrate knowledge from different regions, the resulting knowledge is more diverse and the networks are more heterogeneous, allowing a much richer possibility of novel combinations (Reagans and Zuckerman, 2001; Cummings, 2004; Rodan and Galunic, 2004) . Third, since individuals in different divisions might otherwise have little economic incentive to help each other, interpersonal ties are particularly useful in reducing transaction costs like opportunism that could otherwise hinder cross-unit transfer and integration of knowledge (Williamson, 1985; Teece, 1986) . These arguments suggest our next hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3: Innovations resulting from inventors with cross-regional ties are of greater value.
Intra-regional rotation of personnel can be another important mechanism facilitating knowledge integration across locations. Previous research has suggested a link between labor mobility and knowledge spillovers, though the focus has been on inter-firm rather than intra-firm settings. For example, in his seminal work on the public good aspect of knowledge, Arrow (1962) suggests that crossfirm labor mobility is a source of inter-firm knowledge spillovers that the original firm does not completely get compensated for. Similarly, in a survey of founders of fast growing U.S. companies, Bhide (1994) finds that 71% of these entrepreneurs had built upon ideas they encountered through previous employment. Saxenian (1994) ascribes the free flow of ideas in Silicon Valley to a fluid labor market of engineers, an explanation supported by evidence from Almeida and Kogut (1999) that greater intra-regional knowledge flow occurs in regions with greater labor mobility. Subsequent research has demonstrated personnel mobility as an important mechanism through which knowledge diffuses even over long distances Almeida, 2003, Song et al, 2003; Agrawal et al, 2006 ).
Given the above evidence, we expect cross-regional mobility of personnel to also facilitate knowledge flow even across different geographic units within the same firm. Further, while none of the above studies directly examines the link between mobility and innovative output, improved innovation quality may be the expected outcome from cross-fertilization of knowledge integration that results from mobility. This leads to our next hypothesis:
Hypothesis 4: Innovations resulting from inventors that move across locations are of greater value.
Combining the arguments we presented when discussing Hypothesis 1 with those for Hypotheses 2 through 4, we can also make predictions regarding a moderating effect between geographic spread of a firm's R&D activities and mechanisms for knowledge integration in determining value of innovations. As R&D activity gets more dispersed, a firm has access to potentially more unique bodies of knowledge through its multi-location presence, offering a richer space for recombination of existing ideas. However, greater distances are also accompanied by increased liability of foreignness and greater difficulty for transmitting tacit knowledge, minimizing detrimental effects from both of which requires a closer integration across units. This suggests that potential value of mechanisms supporting knowledge integration should also increase as the R&D activity itself becomes geographically more dispersed. Put differently, geographic dispersion of R&D provides a platform for tapping into diverse sources of knowledge, but this opportunity is best leveraged when there are also complementary mechanisms that integrate knowledge across different locations. Our final hypothesis captures this interaction effect:
Hypothesis 5: The effect of distributed R&D on innovation is moderated by cross-regional knowledge integration. In other words, greater cross-regional knowledge sourcing, greater cross-regional collaborative ties and greater cross-regional mobility of inventors should all have a positive interaction effect with geographic distribution of R&D in determining value of innovations.
DATA
Our dataset was constructed by merging data on patents obtained directly from U.S. Patents and Trademarks Office (USPTO) with additional data fields made available in an National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) database described by Jaffe and Trajtenberg (2002, Chapter 13) .
Matching Patents to Firms
A challenge in using the patent data is that a single firm may appear in the database as multiple assignee names. For example, a patent arising from a German subsidiary of IBM could appear as "IBM", "International Business machines", "IBM Germany" or a name from which the affiliation to IBM is not obvious at all. This could lead to incorrect inference about a firm's R&D output as well as the geographic distribution of its R&D activity. USPTO data has about 175,000 assignees for 1975-1999, making it hard to verify that each assignee is either indeed an independent entity or gets correctly matched to its ultimate parent. To keep the task manageable, we restricted our attention to about 10,000 of the largest patent assignees. To start with, Compustat-based parent firm identifiers from the NBER database were used to match about 4,600 assignees to their parent firms. Stopford's Directory of Multinationals was then used to match over 2,800 additional assignees to their parents. Next, about 400 major government-affiliated bodies, 550 research institutes and 450 universities worldwide were identified as non-firm entities.
Finally, the ownership of about 1,000 large assignees was determined using Who Owns Who directories and the Internet. The above steps together matched the 10,000 assignees we started with to 3,700 or so unique organizations, only around 2,300 of which are firms and hence of potential interest for our study.
Sample of Patents
Our main analysis is based upon successful patents applied for during 1986-1995. The number of patents arising during this period was around 1.01 million, only 0.83 million of which are owned by assignees rather than individuals. The 3,700 unique organizations mentioned above account for 0.60 million of these, or about 72% of all assigned patents. The remaining 28% are dispersed among numerous assignees, with no practical way of verifying their ultimate owners. These patents were therefore dropped from our sample. However, the dropped patents would anyway have been of little interest to us, since their assignees typically own too few patents to reveal reliable information regarding geographic distribution of R&D. In fact, for patent-based measures to be more reliable, we further restricted our sample to patents from assignees with at least 20 patents in the previous four years. This led to the final sample having about 0.53 million patents from 1,127 firms.
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To ensure that our results are not driven by peculiarities of the sample chosen, we carried out robustness checks for all analyses reported in this paper using different samples of firms. First, instead of using a cut-off of 20 recent patents in order for a firm to be included in the analysis, we tried alternate cutoff points of 10 and 50. In addition, to ensure that the results are not driven by systematic differences between patents arising in the U.S. versus those arising overseas, we also tried restricting the sample to patents originating from U.S. inventors and owned by one of the COMPUSTAT firms. Our main findings were found to be robust to all these alternate sampling methods.
Inventor Data
Our measures of cross-regional collaboration and mobility are based upon data on individual patent inventors. In order to devise a method that minimizes the number of errors in identifying when names on two records really represent the same inventor, we devised a procedure that is a variant of similar algorithms used by Singh (2005) , Trajtenberg (2005) and Fleming et al (2007a Fleming et al ( , 2007b .
Specifically, we take two records as having the same inventor if and only if the following hold:
1. The first and last names in the two inventor records matched exactly and the middle initials, when present in both records, are also the same.
2. The two records overlap on at least one of the following dimensions: city, zip code, assignee, technological subclasses, patent citations and collaborating inventors.
In robustness checks not reported in the paper, we find the main findings to be almost identical even if we use the alternate name matching algorithm employed by Singh (2005) , which relies upon just the first name, last name, middle initial and technological classification when doing the inventor match.
CONSTRUCTION OF VARIABLES

Quality of a Firm's Innovations
Only a fraction of innovations actually end up as patents, with firms differing quite a lot in their reliance on patents (Levin et al, 1987) . In addition, patents are quite heterogeneous in value, with most of them are worth very little (Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 2002) . Therefore, rather than just focusing on patent counts, recent literature has tried to measure the economic and technological importance of patents. In particular, number of citations a patent receives has been shown to be correlated with several direct measures of patent value, including the consumer-surplus generated (Trajtenberg, 1990) , expert evaluation of patent value (Albert et al, 1991) , patent renewal rates (Harhoff et al, 1999 ) and contribution to a firm's market value (Hall et al, 2005) . Therefore citation-based measures of innovation value have been used in several studies of innovation (Ahuja and Lampert, 2001; Rosenkopf and Almeida, 2003; Argyres and Silverman, 2004) . Likewise, we also define value of innovation as the number of forward citations received by a patent. 3 It is important to recognize that, since patents from different years have different "windows of opportunity" to be cited in our dataset, a direct comparison of patent citations across patents from different years would be inappropriate. To overcome this issue, we follow Jaffe and
Trajtenberg (2002, Chapter 13) in including year fixed effects in all regressions, so that systematic crossyear differences arising from this "truncation bias" are taken into account. Similarly, as described below, technology fixed effects help overcome systematic cross-technology differences in citation rates.
Geographic Distribution of R&D
Obtaining fine-grained geographic data on a firm's R&D labs is impractical, especially for a large sample of firms. Fortunately, we do observe geographic distribution of the final R&D output, since each patent includes information regarding geographic location of its inventors. This information allowed us to construct two different measures of how distributed a firm's R&D is. In order to ensure that our findings are not driven by the peculiarities of either measure, robustness of all analyses is ensured through replication using both measures. 4 We define our first measure, R&D geographic spread, as the natural logarithm of one plus the average geographic distance (in miles) between points of geographic origin (defined as the address of the first inventor) for any two recent patents of the firm. Formally, this average distance is calculated as
where n is total number of patents that the firm has successfully applied for in the recent four years, and
is the distance between the geographic origin for patent i and patent j. Calculation of individual distances using spherical geometry requires first mapping geographical location of the first inventor for each patent to a latitude and longitude on the earth's surface. This mapping was done primarily using Geographic Names Information System (GNIS) of the U.S. Geological Survey for U.S. locations, and using Geonet Names Server (GNS) of the National Geospatial Intelligence Agency for non-US locations.
Manual inspection and internet sources were used to further correct common spelling errors, missing locations and name variations. In the end, we were able to precisely match 96% of the inventor city records to specific latitudes and longitudes. For the remaining records, we used the average latitude and longitude for all patents arising in the focal state (for U.S. inventors) or country (for non-U.S. inventors) as an approximation for the inventor's precise geographic location.
Our second measure of geographic distribution of R&D, R&D dispersion index, is defined as one minus the Herfindahl of geographic concentration of the firm's patents. Formally, this is calculated as
where n is total number of patents that the firm has successfully applied for in the recent four years, and n k refers to the subset of these arising from the first inventor being in geographic "region" k. For inventors with U.S. addresses, we follow Jaffe et al (1993) and Thompson (2006) in using metropolitan area as the relevant definition of a "region". Using metropolitan areas has the advantage of capturing geographic organization of actual economic activity, unlike state boundaries that might have been drawn historically for administrative reasons. We used a concordance from Thompson (2006) 
Cross-Regional Knowledge Integration
Our first measure of knowledge integration uses citations to previous patents as an indicator of knowledge flow (Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 2002) . A concern is that the inventor may sometimes use citations simply to avoid litigation or clarify claims. Also, a citation added by patent examiners might not reflect knowledge flow (Alcacer and Gittelman, 2006; Thompson, 2006) . Despite these sources of noise, however, citations have been shown to correlate well with actual knowledge flow (Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 2002, Chapter 12; Duguet and MacGarvie, 2005) . The above concerns are also less serious for self-citations by a firm to the extent that a firm surely knows about its own previous patents. Therefore, previous research has often used self-citations to capture within-firm knowledge flow (Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001; Frost and Zhou, 2005) . Likewise, we define a binary variable cross-regional knowledge sourcing as being 1 if and only if the focal patent makes a backward citation to a patent originating in another geographic unit of the same firm.
Our second measure of knowledge integration is based on cross-regional interpersonal ties that could promote knowledge flow. One way of inferring such ties is analyzing past joint projects as reflected in research papers or patents (Cockburn and Henderson, 1998; Newman, 2001) . Fleming et al (2007a) present field-based evidence that collaborations recorded on patents do capture strong interpersonal ties, since co-inventors of a patent typically have a close relationship that persists long after the joint project. Consistent with this view, many recent papers have found past collaborative ties 5 For U.S. cities that could not be mapped to metropolitan areas, we followed the convention of defining a "phantom area" per state. We also tried using state boundaries rather than metropolitan areas as a robustness check, and the results were very similar. 6 Patent counts for a typical U.S. metropolitan area are of the same order of magnitude as those for a typical foreign country. For example, of the ten largest "regions" in terms of patent output, five are U.S. metropolitan areas and five are foreign countries. Any concerns that we might be comparing "apples and oranges" in defining regions are further mitigated using a dummy for non-US inventors in all regressions, and also by checking the robustness of the regression finding to using only patents arising from U.S. inventors.
to be a strong predictor of future knowledge flow (Frost and Zhou, 2005; Singh, 2005; Sorenson and Singh, 2007) . Likewise, we define a dummy variable cross-regional tie to be 1 if and only if at least one of the inventors of the focal patent had collaborated with someone from another region in the four years preceding the current patent.
Our final measure of cross-regional knowledge integration is based on individuals moving across regions. Others have inferred such mobility through changes in an inventor's recorded address in patents filed over time (Almeida and Kogut, 1999; Rosenkopf and Almeida, 2003; Song et al, 2003; Agrawal et al, 2006) . To construct an analogous measure for mobility across regions, we define cross-regional move as a dummy variable that equals 1 for the focal patent if and only if at least one of its inventors have moved from another region in the last four years.
Control Variables
The size of a team can have a direct effect on the quality of its innovations because of economies of specialization, a larger and more diverse pool of knowledge, and access to a wider and more heterogeneous external network. Therefore, an important patent-level control variable is team size, which measures the number of researchers in the innovating team for the focal patent.
Patents based on a broad range of technologies could potentially draw from a richer universe of combinations. We account for this through a control variable technological breadth undertaken for an innovation, defined for the focal patent i as
where s ij refers to the fraction of patents cited by patent i that belong to technology class j (Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 2002; Argyres and Silverman, 2004) . Since this variable is undefined when there are no backward citations, our regressions deal with missing values by setting technological breadth to 0 for these observations and setting a dummy no backward citations as 1 to capture this special case.
Our analysis also uses two control variables derived with one year lag from COMPUSTAT: firm size, the total number of employees in the focal patent's owner firm, and R&D intensity, the ratio of R&D to sales for the firm. We avoid dropping non-COMPUSTAT firms in the regressions by setting these variables to be 0 and defining corresponding dummy variables missing firm value or missing R&D intensity respectively as 1. The main results are very similar even if, instead of doing this, we either simply exclude these two variables from the regressions or just include firms with no missing values.
We also construct three control variables related to the firm's patent stock. First, domain patent stock is the number of patents a firm accumulated in the given technology in the previous four years, as that might affect its absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990) . Second, we define worldwide patent stock as the overall number of patents for the focal firm in the previous four years, as that could either increase innovation quality through more recombination possibilities or greater perceived technological prowess or decrease it by making the firm more inward looking and myopic in its search. Finally, we construct a similar variable subsidiary patent stock to allow the scale effect to operate at the level of a subsidiary rather than just the whole firm.
We also control for characteristics of the region where a patent originates. Since patents from larger regions may receive more citations because of localized knowledge flow, we create a variable region patent stock as the patent count for a region in the last four years. Second, citation counts for U.S.
versus non-U.S. inventors could differ because of systematic differences in patenting strategies of firms, knowledge diffusion patterns, extent of examiner-added citations, and other country-specific factors. To account for this, we define a dummy variable non-US inventor as 1 if and only if one of the inventors of a patent resides outside the U.S. Finally, MNCs may strategically manage the nature of their R&D activity in low-IPR countries to prevent others from exploiting their local R&D efforts (Zhao, 2006; Alcacer and Zhao, 2006) . Since this could affect citation patterns, we use a variable IPR protection that captures the extent of IPR protection in a given country (Ginarte and Park, 1997). This variable is defined as the Ginarte-Park index of IPR protection for the focal patent inventors' country (for the closest available year), with the lowest value chosen in case of patents with inventors based in multiple countries.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics
Since our sample extends over multiple years, characteristics of a firm vary within the sample.
Nevertheless, to give a sense of the 1,127 firms we analyze, Table 1 uses the median values across all years for each firm as a basis for calculating some overall firm-level summary statistics. The average distance between pairs of recent patents for a firm (calculated using distance between cities for the first inventors for all patent pairs in the last four years) varies between 0 miles and 4,988 miles, with the mean being 638.4 miles. The mean of the Herfindahl measure for geographic concentration of a firm's patents is 0.61. The firms have 12.1 patenting locations on an average, the minimum being 1 and the maximum being 132. 7 The mean value for fraction of patents with the first inventor being outside the U.S. is 0.44.
The mean patent stock is 189.7 patents worldwide, and the smallest patent stock is 20 just by the way the sample is constructed (as described earlier). Table 2 summarizes the definitions and patent-level summary statistics of variables used in the regression analysis below. In analysis by year not reported in the table, we found that the number of R&D locations per firm remained relatively stable during the period we study. However, the extent of crossregional integration of knowledge grew significantly over time. As Figure 1 illustrates, the fraction of patents for which cross-regional collaboration is 1 rose from 19% in 1986 to 35% in 1995. Similarly, the fraction of patents for which cross-regional move is 1 rose from 10% in 1986 to 17% in 1995. Finally, the fraction of patents for which cross-regional knowledge sourcing is 1 went up slightly from 14% in 1986 to 17% in 1995. Thus, all three measures point to an increase in cross-regional knowledge integration over time. While interesting, these trends are not the focus of this paper. In fact, to ensure that our 7 The number 132 might sound particularly high for the number of locations. However, this arises (in this case, for General Electric) since the statistic only reports the number of unique locations where a firm has one or more patents arising. Given the sensitivity of this statistic to having locations with a trivial extent of patenting, we do not use this directly as a measure of distributed R&D in regression analysis. Both our actual measures of geographic distribution of R&D (R&D geographic spread and R&D dispersion index) are relatively insensitive to including versus excluding such "outlier" locations that exhibit a trivial extent of patenting.
findings are not driven just by time trends (possibly driven by unobserved factors), we explicitly include year fixed effects in all regression models. we address in our regression analysis. Also note that many of the explanatory and control variables are quite correlated. While this could have raised questions about multicollinearity, such concerns are mitigated by large sample sizes that make estimation possible without blowing up the standard errors.
Regression Models
Since the dependent variable value of innovation and most explanatory and control variables differ across even contemporary observations within the same firm, we take a patent as the unit of analysis. This prevents loss of information as well as any unexpected biases that may result from aggregation of data. In addition, staying at the patent level allows use of negative binomial regression models, which is desirable given the count data nature of the underlying dependent variable. As in other similar studies, an econometric concern would be that unobserved firm heterogeneity could drive the results. To account for this, we employ negative binomial models with firm fixed effects, which exploit the longitudinal nature of the data to do the estimation using within-firm comparison only.
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It is also important to account for differences in observed citation frequency driven by factors other than actual value of the innovation (Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 2002) . First, number of citations per patent is incomparable as a measure of quality across technologies. Therefore, all regressions include fixed effects for the focal patent's technological "subcategory" as defined in the NBER data. 9 In addition, patents from later years in our sample may receive fewer citations not necessarily because they are of 8 We also repeated all analyses using pooled negative binomial regressions with robust standard errors, while clustering on firm identifier to avoid any assumption of independence of patents drawn from the same firm. The main findings were qualitatively similar to those reported here. 9 We also tried using fixed effects for a patent's 3-digit technology primary class instead of 2-digit subcategory. Given that there are more than 400 classes (as opposed to 36 subcategories), doing so in a negative binomial model turned out to be impractical with firm fixed effects. Therefore, as a more practical robustness check, we repeated the analysis using fixed effects for a 3-digit class while not using firm fixed effects, and the main results did not change.
lower quality but simply because of the shorter observed life of these patents. This issue is resolved by using year fixed effects in all regressions.
Effect of Distributed R&D on Value of Innovation
The first part of our regression analysis, reported in Table 4 , examines how the level of dispersion of a firm's R&D activities affects the value of its innovations. While columns (1) and (2) report results based on the distance based measure, R&D geographic spread, columns (3) and (4) analyze robustness to using instead the Herfindahl-based measure, R&D dispersion index. In all cases, a Wald test confirms that our explanatory variables as well as our control variables add significant explanatory power to the model.
The findings are remarkably consistent across all four columns. Contrary to the prediction of Hypothesis 1a, the effect of distributed R&D on value of a firm's innovation is never positive. In fact, consistent with the competing Hypothesis 1b, the effect is always negative and statistically significant.
Since the regression model is negative binomial, the magnitude of this effect needs to be computed separately. For example, the coefficient estimate for R&D geographic spread in column 2 implies that increasing the average distance between a firm's recent patent inventors from 0 miles to 1000 miles leads to a 1.2 decrease in the value of innovation. Given that the median patent receives 3 citations, this is a significant decrease. As a benchmark for this economic significance, if we consider the finding by Hall et al (2005) that a firm's market value decreases by 3% for a decrease by one in the average number of citations to its patents, the 1.2 decrease reported above would mean a 3.6% decrease in the firm's stock market value. While such a literal interpretation of the estimated negative effect should be treated with caution, the evidence appears strong enough at least to conclude that the effect of distributed R&D per se on the value of innovation is definitely not positive! While the control variables included are not our central focus in this paper, some findings are still worth pointing out. Consistent with our expectation based on previous literature, the value of innovation is typically greater for innovations involving larger teams, greater technological breadth, greater domain knowledge, and greater overall regional knowledge stock. The value is typically smaller for innovations with no backward citations, those involving inventors from outside the U.S., and those involving low-IPR countries. Interestingly, once the domain-specific patent stock has been accounted for, a firm's overall patent stock is negatively associated with the value of innovation. The most counter-intuitive finding is perhaps the negative association of a firm's R&D intensity on the value of innovation. 10 One explanation could be that, though the extent of R&D increases the number of innovations, the average value of these innovations could remain constant or even fall as the marginal R&D dollar gets spent on projects with increasingly lower pay-off.
Effect of Cross-Regional Knowledge Integration on Value of Innovation
The next part of our analysis examines whether innovations that rely upon cross-regional knowledge integration have a greater value of innovation. Columns (1), (2) and (3) in Table 5 report the results for Hypotheses 2, 3 and 4 respectively, considering in turn cross-regional knowledge sourcing, cross-regional tie and cross-regional move as measures for the extent of knowledge integration. In line with these hypotheses, all three dimensions of knowledge integration are found to have a significant positive association with the value of innovation. These effects are not just statistically significant but also reflect non-trivial economic magnitude. For example, the implied marginal effects for column (1) suggest that innovations involving a citation to another geographic unit within the firm have a value that is greater than the rest by around 0.5. Since the median patent in our sample receives only 3 citations, this represents a 17% increase in value for the median patent. The results weaken somewhat once we do the same calculation for the other two measures of knowledge integration. Innovations involving at least one inventor with recent cross-regional ties have a value that is about greater than those that do not by about 0.24, which reflects an 8% increase in value. The estimated magnitude of increase in the value of innovation is smallest for the measure involving recent movement of at least one inventor from another region, in which case the 0.12 improvement in patent value implies only a 4% expected increase in value.
Even more interesting is the analysis of moderating effect suggested in Hypothesis 5, wherein we should expect distributed R&D to be more beneficial when there is also evidence of cross-regional 10 The same result holds even if we employ ln(R&D expenditure) rather than R&D intensity in the regressions.
knowledge integration. The results are reported in columns (4) through (6) of Table 5 , where the R&D geographic spread variable is interacted with cross-regional knowledge sourcing, cross-regional ties and cross-regional move respectively as alternate measures of cross-regional knowledge integration. In all three cases, the interaction term is positive and significant. Consistent with Hypothesis 5, gains from distributed R&D are indeed greater when cross-regional knowledge integration is achieved. Interestingly, the magnitude of this interaction effect in itself is never enough to completely overturn the negative effect of distributed R&D, though the overall effect does sometimes turn positive when the direct effect of cross-regional knowledge integration is also taken into account.
To ensure that the findings reported in Table 5 are not driven by any peculiarities of the R&D geographic spread measure for distributed R&D, Table 6 uses R&D dispersion index as an alternate measure. The main findings regarding both direct and interaction effects continue to hold, with the only exception being that the interaction effect with cross-regional move (column 6) is still positive but no longer statistically significant at conventional levels.
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Our empirical analysis finds that dispersion of R&D activities, instead of having a positive effect on the quality of innovation, has a statistically significant and economically non-trivial negative effect on the value of innovations a firm generates. This suggests that the extent of cross-regional integration that happens in reality is not, at least on average, enough to overcome the difficulty of managing and integrating knowledge across dispersed R&D units. This interpretation is further boosted by our finding that innovating teams that do achieve cross-regional knowledge integration come up with innovations of significantly greater value than those that do not. The estimated extent of the difference is between 4% and 17%, depending upon which of our three measures of knowledge integration is used for estimation.
The 17% estimate based on cross-regional backward citations made by a patent is perhaps most meaningful here, as it directly captures the effect of knowledge sourcing across R&D units on the value of innovation. The other two measures based on cross-regional ties or moves, for which the estimates are lower, only capture conditions under which knowledge integration could have occurred. 11 The exact numerical interpretation of these estimates should, however, be treated with caution since patent-based variables can be quite noisy in capturing the underlying constructs for interpersonal ties, knowledge diffusion and innovation quality.
We find cross-regional knowledge integration not only to have a direct effect on quality of innovation but also to have a moderating effect on geographic distribution of R&D for determining innovation quality. The findings suggest that the observed negative association between distributed R&D and innovation quality could be a result of insufficient cross-regional integration for geographically "The knowledge inputs required for innovation in most sectors are increasingly dispersed. Innovation and R&D activities are mirroring this trend with sites being opened or scaled up in locations which will give companies access to differentiated knowledge through accessing internal and external capabilities as well as markets and customers. However, few companies are currently reaping the gains from this globalization: Co-ordination across sites is weak; harmonized processes and systems are lacking; and the need for a cadre of people with international experience is being largely overlooked. There are also significant opportunities for companies to optimize the diversity of their external network by looking further a field for collaborators and to improve their internal knowledge mobility by proactively encouraging internal knowledge sensing and knowledge re-use."
These remarks are consistent with the findings from our study. Like this survey, our analysis also reaches the conclusion that the bottleneck in realizing full potential from access to a global pool of knowledge is not the presence of dispersed R&D sites per se but the mechanisms to integrate knowledge across these R&D sites. There is some evidence that, over time, even firms themselves come to realize the fact that they need to do a better job of cross-unit knowledge integration. That might in part explain why, as pointed out earlier in our discussion of Figure 1 , the fraction of innovations resulting from cross-border knowledge integration shows an upward time trend even during our sample period.
The above discussion has two important implications for R&D management. The first imperative is to have incentives and processes in place for employees to avoid reinventing the wheel in innovation, and instead devote more time and energy into sensing knowledge what already exists in the external environment. The second imperative for R&D management is to ensure that the sensing process is not restricted to the geographic location of a specific R&D unit but also includes searching for knowledge scattered in other locations where the firm also has R&D units. As Hansen and Nohria (2004) also report, it appears that firms are becoming sensitive to the first imperative mentioned above, though the second issue is still not being given due attention by most firms. In particular, there is an urgent need for firms to cultivate a larger breed of people that are not only adept in their own domains but also have substantive exposure to and inter-personal ties across different regions. Such individuals can act as bridges to facilitate integration of knowledge across regions.
One constraint we faced in the current study was the inability to simultaneously examine formal R&D organization and informal integrative mechanisms emphasized here. As a robustness check to ensure that our results are not driven by an omitted variable bias arising from not accounting for formal organization of R&D, we merged our data with information on formal R&D organization we obtained from Argyres and Silverman (2004) . We were able to match 58 of the 71 firms in their sample with firms in our sample. Although this comprises a small fraction of the overall sample of 1,127 firms we study, it was reassuring that our main findings continued to hold in this sub-sample even after accounting for organization structure variables (centralized, centralized hybrid, balanced hybrid, decentralized hybrid and decentralized) from Argyres and Silverman (2004) . Going forward, we see a promising research opportunity in more closely examining the interaction between formal R&D organization and integrative mechanisms such as cross-unit collaboration and mobility of individuals.
While the specific focus of this paper has been distributed R&D, it also makes an important contribution to research on multi-unit and multi-national organizations in general. While several researchers have tried to examine performance drivers in multi-unit firms, data constraints often prevent such studies from getting at the micro-level mechanisms behind observed performance effects. As Audia et al (2001, p. 99 ) point out, "The direct examination of factors underlying the multi-unit effect -for example, knowledge transfer across units and bureaucratization -strikes us as an interesting line of investigation. Although an in-depth understanding of how multi-unit firms function offers clear benefits, the difficulty of this approach lies in obtaining direct measures of these underlying processes." This article takes a step in this direction by using data on cross-border patent citations, inventor collaborations and personnel mobility to directly measure micro-level mechanisms affecting performance. The general point that emerges is that, to really gain from multiple locations and justify the overhead of coordinating multiple units within the same firm, a firm needs to actively manage positive spillovers across individual units. Further, achieving net positive spillovers is often not just a matter of having the right formal organizational structure and controls, but also informal mechanisms that promote cross-regional integration and application of a firm's knowledge and capabilities. While research in international business has often emphasized the importance of leveraging resources and capabilities distributed among divisions around the globe (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989; Birkinshaw, 1997; Nobel and Birkinshaw, 1998; Frost et al, 2002) , we demonstrate that expected positive performance effects from distributing activities worldwide might not accrue in the absence of appropriate integrative mechanisms.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
While we believe that our study makes an important contribution to understanding performance implications from distributed R&D and cross-regional knowledge integration, it has some limitations. The issues raised in this section should therefore be kept in mind when making normative recommendations based on our findings. More importantly, since these issues are not specific to our study but arise in numerous empirical studies like ours, we discuss them here in the hope that future research will be able to address these in order to push this stream of research even further.
Our regression analysis includes checking for robustness to firm fixed effects, which is important given that purely cross-sectional as well as even pooled regression models can often be plagued by biases resulting from unobserved firm heterogeneity. However, even a fixed effects model does not completely resolve the issue of unobserved time-varying characteristics of firms, and the related issue of endogeneity of R&D locations. A firm's decision to invest in certain geographic areas in certain time periods may be a result of time-varying factors that we do not observe as econometricians but that a firm's managers observe and recognize as affecting firm performance. While the time lag employed in constructing explanatory and control variables mitigates such concerns to some extent, it does not completely eliminate them. To the extent that such unobserved factors could be driving observed within-firm differences in quality of innovation, care should be exercised in interpreting the observed relationship between distributed R&D and quality of innovation as being causal.
Our analysis of knowledge integration has some limitations as well. Although we use multiple measures to ensure robustness of our findings, such patent-based are admittedly still somewhat crude and fail to capture all intricacies of knowledge integration one could explore through more in-depth study of individual firms (e.g., Orlikowski, 2002) . Data limitations also prevent us from accounting for the possibility that the need for mechanisms for cross-regional knowledge integration might vary with characteristics like tacitness of the underlying knowledge (Subramaniam and Venkatraman, 2001 ). In addition, since achieving cross-regional knowledge sourcing and maintaining cross-regional ties can be costly, it is plausible that such investments get made only for projects that are particularly promising.
Thus an observed association between knowledge integration and quality of innovation need not always be causal, and could instead result from choices managers make regarding which projects to invest in and how to manage them. Likewise, a positive association between cross-regional mobility and quality of innovation need not always reflect a causal relationship, since it could also result from good managers being more likely to be assigned to projects in diverse locations. We hope that future research will try to address these and other related methodological challenges in advancing this stream of research. 40 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 
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